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Abstract 

 
Providing real-time data to decision makers has become a key component in 

the management of complex systems.  The most common visualization for this type of 

data is the electronic dashboard, which, like the instrument panel on an airplane, 

displays critical data in a well-designed, easily understood, manner.  The challenge 

for designers of such systems today is not just to find a way to effectively 

communicate information to decision makers, but to do so in an environment that 

demands an ever more rapid development cycle.  The intent of this paper is to review 

several studies and present a hypothetical project with an eye toward uncovering just 

how user-centered design can afford a designer an opportunity to develop such an 

intranet dashboard at an accelerated pace.   

 

 

. 
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Introduction 
 
  Providing real-time data to decision makers has become a key component in the 

management of complex systems.  The most common visualization for this type of data 

is the electronic dashboard, which, like the instrument panel on an airplane, displays 

critical data in a well-designed, easily understood, manner.  Just as a pilot relies on the 

dashboard displays to provide the most critical information at a glance, a well-designed 

dashboard can provide a business decision-maker with an instant visual understanding 

of situations that may be made up of many varied data points.  It tells a story quickly 

and graphically, providing what is needed to make quick decisions, while also often 

allowing a decision-maker the opportunity to dive a little deeper to see the data from 

different sides.  The first challenge for the designer is to present the content of the 

dashboard in a manner that is easily understood by the viewer.  It is vital that the 

information displayed on the dashboard be relevant to the viewer and presented in a 

form that can be easily understood, analyzed and used immediately.   

Rather than the traditional waterfall development, where the process flows in only 

one direction (usually downward from designer to end-user), user-centered design has 

the user as part of the process from the beginning.  The entire process is built around 

continuous feedback from their experience using the application.  Their needs and 

perspectives are the driving force in what becomes an iterative, repeating process.   

The prototype described in this thesis, and the hypothetical scenario in which 

it was developed, was inspired by an actual project completed for my real-life 

employer much earlier.  It has been included here not only to provide a visual 

reference for the design methods and choices discussed, but to serve as a tangible 
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model for the information design concepts and theories covered as well.  It also 

serves as exemplar and starting point for similar projects as my career progresses.  

The prototype can be accessed by going here 

[https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QsiiZqPqqSGudSyfKMQ4O26T8o5dUfs

WJ9NlaXPAyyw/edit?usp=sharing] 

 

Research Questions 

 
The first critical step in any research project is developing a good research 

question, one that will both guide the hypothetical project and serve as the foundation 

for my arguments.  These research questions that have guided this project: 

1. Can a focus on user-centered design be used to quickly construct a 

meaningful business intelligence dashboard application?   

2. Can it be built so that it meets the needs and desires of the end-users even in 

an environment that demands a rapid return on investment but offers little in 

terms of time and resources with which to do it? 

3. How do I balance the expressed wishes of the audience and my own 

contributions and understanding of design while do so? 

The first question is the primary goal of the project; whether the desired 

outcome is attainable.  The second question addresses whether it is practical and 

realistically possible.   The last question addresses the role of the designer in the 

process and may be the most difficult to answer.  What is the role of the information 

designer in a process so reliant and dependent, so centered, on the wishes and 

needs of the end-user?  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QsiiZqPqqSGudSyfKMQ4O26T8o5dUfsWJ9NlaXPAyyw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QsiiZqPqqSGudSyfKMQ4O26T8o5dUfsWJ9NlaXPAyyw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QsiiZqPqqSGudSyfKMQ4O26T8o5dUfsWJ9NlaXPAyyw/edit?usp=sharing
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Literature Review 

 
 A traditional approach to software design has the users queried at the start of a 

project, with the designers and coders doing their work independently, returning only to 

evaluate the end-product with the users once the design is complete (McKenna, et al., 

2015).  However, the usability of applications has become increasingly important in 

software development.  There has been an surge regarding user satisfaction and a 

great demand to provide software solutions that fulfill the needs of the customer.  This 

concern has grown to be even more important than including other functionalities; 

functionalities that developers may find useful but from a user’s perspective, only make  

the application more complex and less usable (González-González, et al., 2015). 

A better model is to use user-centered design to guide development.  User-

centered design is a variant of Human-Centered Design.  Human-Centered Design is 

both a broad philosophy and variety of methods, but the important concept is that users 

are involved in the entire process.  The principles of Human Centered Design include 

positioning the user as a central concern in the design process, identifying the aspects 

of the design that are important to the target user group, developing the design 

iteratively and inviting users’ participation, and collecting evidence of user-specific 

factors to assess a design (González-González, et al., 2015). 

User-Centered Design 

User-Centered Design focuses the design process on the end-users, instead of 

on the designers.  It is an iterative and hands-on development cycle that makes 

information systems more usable by seeking design feedback throughout from the 

future end-users themselves (González-González, et al., 2015. Hartzler, Izard, et al.. 
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2015).   

 
FIGURE 1:  USER-CENTERED DESIGN 

Image taken from https://www.mobomo.com/2017/01/user-centered-design/  

 
 The process usually begins with exploring the wants of the end-users through 

interviews or observations, in order to gain an understanding of their needs.  Greater 

understanding of those requirements is sought by creating use cases that lay out the 

anticipated user experience.  This understanding directs the building of prototypes, 

which in turn are tested to see if they address those needs.  Then the process iterates 

back to the previous stage to further refine the designs based on new data collected 

from that testing, and the process starts anew.  (Hartzler, Izard, et al.. 2015) 

 User-centered design helps ensure that the developed system is acceptable, 

usable, and meaningfully meets the needs of users.  Information systems that are 

developed through a participatory or collaborative effort with end-users are often more 

https://www.mobomo.com/2017/01/user-centered-design/
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usable than those created by technology developers alone (Hartzler, Izard, et al., 2015).  

McKenna, et al. (2015) have shown that incorporating the desires and limitations of the 

users throughout the design process helps assess usefulness and suitability during 

development, thus increasing the chances for a successful outcome.  A design process 

model that incorporates users throughout the development life cycle of a tool to 

increase the chances for a successful project that is both effective and efficient 

(McKenna, et al., 2015). 

Hartzler, Izard, et al. (2015) found, however, that end-users often do not have a 

great deal of time to invest in an extensive design process.  Though their input is critical 

in achieving a successful design, their work responsibilities and busy schedules put 

severe limits on their availability to help design systems which they themselves may not 

have thought much about before.  McKenna, et al. (2015) also added that the limited 

availability of the users may reduce the designers’ access to any confidential or other 

critical data necessary to complete the project.  Further, Wolpin (2006) pointed out that 

the design, development and implementation of dashboards often must be done using 

“minimal resources” (p. 77).  These stressors (reduced access to users and data and 

resource limitations that affect deployment) are the “interesting” challenges that 

designers must overcome when implementing a dashboard solution (McKenna, et al. 

(2016), p. 289).  This requires a process that is not just effective, but efficient as well.   

The greater challenge for designers of such systems today is not just to find a 

way to effectively communicate information to decision makers, but to do so in an 

environment that demands an ever more rapid development cycle.  I believe that the 

proper use of user-centered design methodologies can provide an answer to that 
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challenge.  Below is my “shorthand” version of the user-centered design model upon 

which this analysis and hypothetical are based: 

 

FIGURE 2:  ACCELERATED USER-CENTERED DESIGN 

The process is iterative; almost infinitely so, with the users weighing in at every step.  

However, it doesn’t flow in only the one direction – each step can feed back on itself or 

to previous steps at any time. 

Capturing User Needs 

 The greatest challenge for a dashboard designer is to make sense of the 

available information at the beginning of the process.  There is little chance that the 

designer can intuit what the end-users want to know about their data.  The first task 

must be to attempt to find the core questions the users would like the dashboard to 

answer (Hartzler, Izard, et al.. 2015).  In terms of methodology, user-centered design 

uses a contextual design methodology, although with less of a focus on 

documentation, more of an emphasis on speed and more of a sense that the design 

may never really be “finished.”   
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It starts with talking to the end users, trying to identify what really matters to 

them.  Through the use of participatory research methods to involve significant 

stakeholders, a user-centered design begins with foundational methods such as 

interviews and observations as a way to understand users’ needs.  Larger scale 

projects may use additional engagement methods, such as focus groups, surveys and 

expert consultants to flesh out a deeper understanding.  (Hartzler, Izard, et al.. 2015)  

In those cases, the encounters may be audio recorded and transcribed for qualitative 

analysis (McKenna, et al., 2015).  However, in a situation like the simulation 

presented in this paper, where the participants are geographically dispersed or 

resources and time are stretched, a design team may have very limited access to 

end-users.  Designers often need to find a way to identify user needs without direct 

access to the end-users themselves. 

Personas 

 A common and effective method to represent users in design projects with limited 

access to end-users or data is to construct “personas.”  The literature defines a persona 

as “a group of users who share common goals, attitudes, and behaviors in relationship 

to a particular product or service” (Putnam, et al., 2016, p. 449).  Through observation 

and interviews, the user needs can be carefully condensed into archetypes of different 

user behaviors.  This helps focus the needs of the users into a set of concrete design 

outcomes and can help the designers understand those needs without requiring direct 

access to the users themselves (McKenna, et al., 2015).  Personas provided a clear 

point of focus for the designers and increased their empathy with the end-users by 

forcing them to think about the technology from someone else’s perspective (Putnam, et 
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al., 2016).  Using personas to determine which needs and users to target first allowed 

designers in a study to compare their various dashboard designs and see how they 

worked for different users based on the personas created (McKenna, et al., 2015).  This 

was considered crucial given the time limitations of their project. 

Developing Use Cases 

 The next phase is the development of use cases.  At this point, designers have 

gained an initial understanding of the needs of the users, but they still need to 

understand exactly how the users would actually use the system being developed.  

They can do that through use cases.  A use case is a description of what this 

application will do for the user and how they will interact with it.  It details a specific 

path (and alternative paths) that user may take through an application.  It specifies, 

from the point of view of the end-user, the response of the application as it reacts to 

each action of the end-user.   

 The use cases themselves can be as straightforward as a narrative account or 

presented as a diagram, which describes the users and their actions graphically.  

They can be concise or lengthy with extensive story details about user interaction.  A 

use case is a way to make designers move beyond previous assumptions about how 

the application should look and act, and put the user requirements expressed earlier 

in the context of how and why they are needed.  By nailing down the details of what 

the software is supposed to do, the end-users, designers and programmers can all 

get on the same page.  It is way to build a common understanding of the goals of the 

project. 

 Use cases can be effective at accelerating the development of an application, 
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especially if they are written for a specific persona rather than determining a set for a 

broader audience.  Use cases can also help designers think about what could go 

wrong, helping to uncover gaps in the design ideas or refine unclear and poorly 

defined requirements.  Resolving defects before coding starts can result in 

considerable cost savings and a higher quality code because the later a defect is 

discovered the more costly it is to fix, in time, effort and resources (Touseef & Qaisar, 

2012).  Use cases frequently change in the course of a project and can be used at 

different stages of the development process.  They can, and often are, used for 

creating system level test cases later on, to see if the resulting application or system 

is successful in meeting the user needs as they were first spelled out and to prove 

whether it performs as originally intended (Couto, et al., 2016; Touseef & Qaisar, 

2012).  Using existing use cases created early on to design later testing reduces the 

overall development cost of the system as well.   

Prototyping a Dashboard 

The understanding gained in capturing the users’ needs then drives the 

creation of prototypes, which can in turn be tested to determine whether those 

prototypes address those needs (Hartzler, Izard, et al.. 2015).  A prototype is an 

example or a mockup of the intended end result.  It can be as simple as a quickly 

sketched drawing on a piece paper (“low-fidelity”) or as complex as an interactive 

application that looks and feels like the finished product (“high-fidelity”) (Nelson, et al., 

2016). 

This process of prototyping designs can have enormous benefits, starting with 

quick visualization of potential designs without immediately investing a great deal of 
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time or money.  Subject-matter experts can then be deeply involved in the design 

process from the very beginning, and seeing a tangible display of what is possible 

may provoke new ideas and further innovation.  At the same time, designers can limit 

the dependence on a software development team, saving the bulk of their 

involvement until a better sense is gained of the desired finished product.  The 

prototype can also serve as a authoritative tool for sharing the desired end result to 

the programming and development teams (Nelson, et al., 2016):   

However, it can be difficult for the end-users to contribute to the design of a 

dashboard or other application that they have never before thought of using (Hartzler, 

Chaudhuri, et al., 2015).  Designers draw on the common themes and high-priority 

questions that arose from the capturing of users’ needs to create a series of 

alternative visual displays.  The designers construct brief use-case scenarios to show 

how users would interact with the dashboard designs.  The most common or emphatic 

questions from focus groups and surveys can be used to create dashboard prototypes 

designed as much to provoke further commentary and preferences from the users as 

to demonstrate possible solutions (Hartzler, Izard, et al., 2015). 

Data Sketching 

 Another key component of rapid development used in User-Centered dashboard 

design is the use of data sketches.  These are low-fidelity prototype designs that show 

high-level design concepts, but are fast, cheap and done with using tools readily 

available to the designers and the end-users (Nelson, et al., 2016).  Those tools include 

common software programs not specifically intended for design work, such as Paint, 

Word or PowerPoint; they can even be done with paper and pencil.  These early 
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designs are intended to provide an “early approximation to a software idea” and are 

“best considered as sketches. They illustrate the essence of an idea, but have many 

rough and/or undeveloped aspects…[T]he team recognizes it as something to be 

worked on and developed further” (Lloyd & Dykes, 2011, p. 2501):   

The use of these sketches helps recognize and resolve usability or interface 

problems quickly – and without a large, upfront investment or having to reprogram any 

code (Nelson, et al., 2016).  Data sketching proved to be very efficient for producing a 

set of suggestions for dashboard functionality and design and for pinpointing which 

ways present the data in the most meaningful way (McKenna, et al., 2015).  Studies 

have found that visualizing the dashboard through the use of data sketches early on 

encouraged innovation, sped up the construction of prototypes and proved most 

effective in communicating design needs to the interface programmers later in the 

development cycle (Nelson, et al., 2016). 

Pilot Testing   

 A fourth method of accelerating development of a dashboard through user-

centered design comes at the next stage of development, user testing.  Michael 

Medlock and his colleagues at Microsoft developed an approach called RITE (Rapid 

Iterative Testing and Evaluation), a way to test usability in a fast and highly 

collaborative manner (Medlock, et al., 2005).  In the RITE method, designers, 

engineers and decision-makers observe real users performing real tasks (hopefully 

with real data) and record what they say and do.  Studies have shown that when 

everyone participates in testing, they understand how the software works and why the 

design is the way it is.  Their goal is to fix any problems, not just identify them, and to 
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do so as part of the design process (Patton, 2008).  Studies have found RITE creates 

a measurably better product in a shorter period of time by doing the data analysis, 

presentation and discussion of results, determination of changes, and testing of 

changes during the testing phase instead of later on.  The elapsed time from the 

beginning of testing to an improved product has proven to be much shorter (Medlock, 

et al., 2005).  This has great appeal to industry, which has adopted very short agile 

development cycles and is focused on finding solutions early in development, when 

making changes is easier and the costs of change are lower (Medlock, et al., 2005.  

Patton, 2008).   
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Methodology 

The Scenario 

The prototype dashboard described here was built around this hypothetical 

(but typical) scenario:  The Chief Counsel of a software company needs a way to track 

the status and activity of the company’s litigation matters worldwide.  There are over 

eighty legal staff in over forty countries across the globe.  The Chief Counsel has to be 

able to report regularly to the General Counsel and the Board of Directors on these 

matters and is looking for a way to stay on top of data such as cost estimates, case 

status, upcoming key dates, risk assessments, and budgetary accrual needs.  The 

problem of gathering the data involved has already been solved, in that all the data are 

collected in a somewhat automated fashion and reside in only a few locations. The 

goal is to make sense of that data and to do so quickly – to find that sweet spot 

between what the business needs, what the technology affords, and what the users 

actually want to use.   

Prototype Platform Choice 

Care must be taken when choosing a dashboard platform.  There are many 

visualization products readily available, but they may not be the best approach for the 

project.  Often the data may require a great deal of preprocessing before they can be 

used by an off-the-shelf application.  Of greater concern is the limited amount of time 

the target audience can devote to required training.  For a project like this hypothetical, 

designers have to remember that the end-users are likely not experts in information 

design or data visualization.  In this scenario, the users are educated, often highly 

educated, individuals knowledgeable in their field and familiar with their data.  
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However, they have limited time to explore new systems and little experience in 

designing them.  The final design must have an easy point of entry that does not 

require a lot of training and yet allows (and inspires) the end-users to explore their data 

in new ways (Froese & Tory, 2016).   

Again, the resulting prototype, directly referenced in these sections, can be 

accessed by going here 

[https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QsiiZqPqqSGudSyfKMQ4O26T8o5dUfsWJ

9NlaXPAyyw/edit?usp=sharing].   

 

Step One:  Capturing User Needs / Personas 

The first activity is to find and collect all the information possible about the needs 

of the end-users.  The results of doing so will usually provide our design requirements 

(McKenna, et al., 2014).  Gaining a better understanding about the needs of the users 

and the environment in which they work is critical to starting on the right path toward an 

effective design.  However, my scenario presented great obstacles in distance and time 

(and time zones) that make an in-depth survey of all potential users of the dashboard 

impractical.  Instead, I turned to the most common method to represent users in rapid 

software development - the use of “personas” as described earlier ((González-

González, et al., 2015).   

In the same manner as the example set in several studies, I invited a 

convenience sample from a broad range of staff to participate in semi-structured 

interviews to get a sense of their opinions about the project (Hartzler, Chaudhuri, et al., 

2015).  I interviewed in person or by phone a number of attorneys, paralegals, legal 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QsiiZqPqqSGudSyfKMQ4O26T8o5dUfsWJ9NlaXPAyyw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QsiiZqPqqSGudSyfKMQ4O26T8o5dUfsWJ9NlaXPAyyw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QsiiZqPqqSGudSyfKMQ4O26T8o5dUfsWJ9NlaXPAyyw/edit?usp=sharing
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specialists, contract managers, analysts, and administrative assistants involved in 

litigation and located throughout the legal department.  This research was exploratory in 

nature, employing broadly descriptive approaches.  These interviews lasted no longer 

than one half hour, and focused on both the perceived benefits and barriers of having a 

dashboard and on how they would expect to use such a dashboard in their daily routine.  

These initial stakeholder interviews revealed contextual factors for design, including the 

broad characteristics of target users, tasks, and environment for dashboards.  Three 

broad categories of users emerged from that thematic analysis to guide the design of 

the dashboards; personas which also identified the best opportunities for integration of 

the dashboard into practice.   

 

FIGURE 3 – MY PERSONAS 
84 EMPLOYEES IN 22 ROLES ADAPTED INTO 3 PERSONAS 

 Chiefs:  This persona consisted of the General Counsel, Chief Counsel and 
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Managing Attorneys, who were most interested in an overview of the status of open 

cases, regulatory reporting concerns and budgetary concerns such as accruals.  

Counsel:  This persona covered the attorneys in the field and in specific practice areas 

that get involved in litigation.  Their concerns were similar to those of the Chiefs, but 

were limited to the regions they operated in or matters to which they had been 

assigned.  Support:  This persona covers a broad group made up of paralegals, 

specialists and administrative assistants with very specific concerns about upcoming 

court dates and particular activities on the cases to which they have been assigned.   

 These were three distinct roles, yet when reviewing notes of their thoughts on the 

design and usability of a dashboard, these three common needs emerged: 

• It had to be web-based, which would make the dashboard more agnostic in terms 

of devices and platforms as well as their location (in or out of the office); 

• It had to be interactive, as they would like the ability to dive a little deeper if 

needed into a specific matter or country and, if possible, engage in “what if?” 

scenarios. 

• It could not require updating on their part.  They wanted the most current 

information available as soon as they go into the application. 

Step Two:  Developing Use Cases 

 The next step was to use that earlier feedback to develop some use cases.  For 

example, starting with the Chief Counsel, we laid out a use case that would enable him 

to quickly see how much money has been accrued (set aside) for lawsuits in each 

region, each country and each type of litigation.  For Counsel and Support, we 

presented a use case that concerned determining which matters have an upcoming 
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significant date (court hearing, filing due, etc.).   

FIGURE 4 – USE CASES 

 These use cases proved invaluable in stripping away whole categories of options 

that the designers thought would be meaningful, but the users themselves did not care 

to see.  For instance, the designers also served as records managers of a sort in their 

daily jobs, and thought that access to closed matters and the data within those would be 

useful for historical and comparison purposes, but the end-users stressed that this 

dashboard would be for current, active matters.  They did not want the screen cluttered 

with information they considered irrelevant to the task at hand.  This meant less work in 

the end for the designers and accelerated the process by saving time and energy spent 

furthering extraneous goals. 

Step Three:  Prototyping a Dashboard / Data Sketching 

The third step is to take what was learned in steps one and two and try to apply 

those themes and ideas to a tangible form.  This guided the creation of prototypes, 

which were then tested with the users themselves to determine if they met the users’ 

needs.  Our goal, following what was done in several studies, was to have user 

feedback determine design improvements to a series of prototypes that would 

USE CASE STAKEHOLDER USE CASE DESCRIPTION
Get current accrual amounts by 

geographical region

CHIEFS CHIEF goes to dashboard, clicks on Accruals, clicks whether 

country, geo (geographic region) or litigation type.  Gets number, 

passes it on to either contingency memo or superior.

See what is next significant date in 

a matter

SUPPORT (& COUNSEL) SUPPORT goes to dashboard, clicks on country to see which 

cases have upcoming important deadlines.  Then SUPPORT 

reaches out to relevant COUNSEL to determine support needs 

for upcoming activities.

ALTERNATIVE:  SUPPORT goes to dashboard, clicks on a date 

on displayed current calendar to pull up list of all significant 

dates for the next two weeks, including date, case, case type 

and attorney.  SUPPORT reaches out to relevant COUNSEL to 

determine support needs for upcoming activities.

Determine what previous matters a 

law firm has assisted (or opposed) 

on.

CHIEFS, COUNSEL CHIEF goes to dashboard, sees current lawsuits, notices a law 

firm on a particular matter and clicks to explore what past 

matters that firm has worked on in the past.
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progressively grow in detail and complexity (Hartzler, Izard, et al., 2015, Hartzler, 

Chaudhuri, et al., 2015, McKenna, et al., 2014).  The progression started with simple 

drawn sketches, then moved to static mock-ups displayed on a computer screen, 

and then to mock-ups with simulated and low-level interactivity before moving to a 

design for a finished product.     

We began with the simplest of prototypes, a hand-drawn sketch.  I designed a 

few use case scenarios based on the commentary from steps one and two; 

scenarios that were broad enough for all participants to be familiar with.  After 

working through some sketches on paper, I drew the key components on a large 

whiteboard and invited a convenience sample of participants to join me for a 

discussion.  My convenience sample consisted of an exemplar from each of the 

three personas described above, chosen for their adherence to the persona model 

and for their availability.  This was also done for the sake of time, as later iterations 

of the dashboard would be shared with a larger group.  The use of the whiteboard 

necessitated taking snapshots with a camera phone to record each new modification.  

But unlike using paper, modifications were achieved with just a wipe and a re-draw.  

The modifications could also be done in color, which allowed us to address some 

aesthetic choices at a very early stage.  The group dynamic also led to an early 

dashboard design that we hoped might help ease adoption of the final product.  
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FIGURE 3 – DATA SKETCH 

After this exercise helped determine our basic design and desired functionality, 

we continued our iterative designs by developing a static mockup based on the 

feedback from our data sketching session.  Following the rules of data sketching as 

laid out in other studies, we sought a platform that was cheap and readily available to 

both the designers and the end users (Nelson, et al., 2016).  In our case, we turned to 

Microsoft PowerPoint as that platform, since it was already available to all and offered 

a basic design space to continue to pursue user commentary.  Moving from the 

whiteboard to a computer screen meant that the ideas could be easily shared beyond 

our convenience sample group.  Sharing PowerPoint slides also meant that we could 

move away from the limits of our own work hours and make the material available for 

user review at their convenience, such as when they are located in other time zones, 

or even during off-hours and away from the office. 
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FIGURE 4 – STATIC PROTOTYPE 

Despite the convenience of emailing the prototypes to a broader audience, 

participation levels were not as high as we had hoped.  We were necessarily 

dependent on the reviewers’ sending back commentary on their own volition.  We 

followed up via email with those responding, but this phase lacked a group discussion 

component.  Generally, the feedback we received was positive.  Providing a digital 

rendition seemed to make the dashboard (and the project) more real.  Those who 

responded enthusiastically contributed ideas for more functionality and improvements 

to the design.  The easily modified platform made it simple to incorporate those 

changes and share with the other users; a few reviewers were even bold enough to 

try some modifications on their own.  This freer form of interaction may have helped 

the responding users feel more involved in the project and encouraged them to help 

with future testing as the project moved forward.   

The prototyping then moved to the stage of creating an interactive model, a 
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higher fidelity prototype meant to show a possible interface and mimic some of the 

functionality of the final product.  This model was not a functional version of the 

dashboard, but was another PowerPoint presentation, with added hyperlinks to 

additional slides.  This gave the prototype some of the look-and-feel of a clickable 

application without demanding a great deal of time and effort to create one.  The design 

team was then able to remain focused on end-user design issues, without having to rely 

on technical staff or spending for any additional technology.   

This model used, as much as possible, real data in its displays, as studies 

have shown that incorporating real data is more interesting to the end-user.  Real 

data has been shown to encourage exploratory behavior, which in turn produces 

previously unidentified requirements (Lloyd & Dykes, 2011).  For this stage, we sent 

out the prototype broadly again but also conducted a follow up group discussion with 

the core convenience sample participants.   

As these prototypes came closer to a finished product, greater care had to be 

taken to ensure an easy entry point for each user (Froese & Tory, 2016).  An interactive 

prototype allowed us to show rather than describe alternative ways of viewing their data 

in a very persuasive manner.  We prepopulated the dashboard with default charts that 

the users were already familiar with (pie charts, line charts), but included hyperlinks to 

slides showing the same data presented in new forms (Gantt charts, staggered bar 

charts).  This opened up the discussion to include not only options for how to display 

data, but also what data different participants wanted to see.   
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FIGURE 5 – INTERACTIVE PROTOTYPE 

User feedback from this interactivity helped focus development on the specific 

needs of our personas.  Chiefs, for instance, appreciated the broad view, but Counsel 

was not interested in seeing all the data at once, but preferred to see just the subset 

that concerned the specific region they were working in.  These designs were changed 

to include some ability to customize the dashboard by adding or removing certain charts 

and changing some data filters.   

 A key lesson learned from this activity was the importance in establishing 

expectations regarding these prototypes.  The earliest data sketches done on the 

whiteboard encouraged discussions about possible functionalities.  Because they were 

so easily changed and outside the technical realm entirely, some of these suggestions 

went too far afield and were not practical given the limitations of time and resources.  As 

we moved toward prototypes built for a computer screen, the discussions became more 

disciplined, focusing on what tasks to undertake, what data to represent, and what 

visual elements to use.  However, once we hit this stage with an interactive prototype, 
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we found that it may have looked too similar to a finished application.  End-users 

sometimes confused the prototype with a finished dashboard and wanted to shift 

datasets on the fly or create a new comparison without remembering the prototype 

lacked any connected to real data sources.   

Step Four:  Pilot Testing / Getting it RITE 

The last step was to bring our prototype into use in a real-world setting in order 

to see if it supports the target users’ work and goals (McKenna, et al., 2014).  This 

was the first functional dashboard, the first chance the end-users had to work with the 

application.  It was, however, also a prototype, as here too, we sought user 

commentary and reactions to further refine the design.  The earlier prototypes were 

straightforward and simple, providing a means for design discussion.  This prototype, 

using active, real data, had the subtleties and nuances they would expect to come 

across in their normal work.  

 

FIGURE 8: FUNCTIONAL DASHBOARD 
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Once again, we sent out the prototype broadly across our spectrum of users, 

and again also conducted a follow up group discussion with the core convenience 

sample participants.  The group session included a walkthrough of the capabilities by 

having the group complete tasks built on modified versions of the eariler use case 

scenarios.  The exercise of completing the tasks led to only a few modifications on 

the design, with many expressions of satisfaction with the end result.  We then 

shared that exercise with the broader audience via email and encouraged them to do 

a walkthrough on their own. 

 After we had gone through several more iterations, we still needed to know if our 

end product has achieved the primary goal of meeting all of potential users’ needs.  To 

find out we invited, with the urging of senior management, additional end-users who 

were not yet participating in the prototype development to conduct usability testing and 

provide additional feedback.  We hosted a Skype online virtual meeting to perform the 

same kind of walkthrough of the use-case scenarios as before.  After a brief introduction 

and demonstration of the tool, we re-enacted our use-cases, asking them to identify and 

complete the necessary tasks.  This was more successful at engaging the participants 

than a traditional presentation or leaving it up to them to find the time and motivation to 

conduct usability testing on their own.   
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FIGURE 9: FUNCTIONAL DASHBOARD ON MOBILE DEVICES 

After giving everyone a week to work with the prototype further, we asked 

everyone to fill out a survey based on one of the studies I researched for this thesis.  

Using a five point Likert scale, we asked them to rate the prototype on three aspects: 

Perceived Usability, Perceived Ease of Use, and User Control (Mlaver, et al., 2017, p. 

680).  For analytical purposes, responses of four and higher would be considered “High 

Agreement” and the rest would be tagged as “Low Agreement.”  I am pleased to say 

that all responses were either a four or a five.  It is also important to note that many of 

those responses came accompanied with a host of suggestions for further 

modifications, expansions and requests for additional dashboards. 
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Conclusion 

Putting relevant data before decision makers, in real time, is critical in today’s fast-

paced business environment.  To effectively and efficiently present that information in a 

way that the end-user will find useful and relevant can be especially challenging.  The 

business intelligence dashboard project described here showed how the benefits of 

applying the principles of user-centered design, specifically putting end-users at the 

center of the process when creating applications, can ensure that a system’s design 

adequately and meaningfully meets the needs of those end-users.  I believe it also 

illuminated how embracing a user-centered approach can speed up interface and 

application design.  This is particularly beneficial today given the business case for rapid 

development.  Adding the four additional techniques described above to a user-

centered design driven methodology can help accelerate that development further.  I 

intend to use these techniques employed here in designing the methodology for many 

of my own projects and in projects to come in the future in my career. 

 Additionally, all this work has reinforced for me the importance of the role of the 

designer, despite the intense focus on the end user.  Studies have shown that 

designers’ attention to such things as heuristics (especially concerns about consistency, 

recognition rather than recall and minimalist design) have also helped accelerate the 

development of applications (Hartzler, Izard, et al.. 2015, McKenna, et al., 2016, 

Putnam, et al., 2016).  Most users are experts in their specific fields, with little time for 

designing from scratch.  By contributing our expertise from what we’ve learned in 

programs such as the IDT program, particularly in the areas of color selection, design 

principles and technological feasibility, we can help the end-users stay focused as they 
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make their contributions.   

 The project described here should be viewed as illustrative in character.  This 

hypothetical study involved only a small group of individuals working within a single 

department within a single corporation.  A broader project involving dozens of 

stakeholders with more varied backgrounds would provide a more realistic test.  The 

very small number of participants here likely limits the chance to generalize my 

experience to other situations.  This is a product of my work environment: only those 

most interested in advancing the project made the time to be involved.  At the same 

time, however, this meant that the feedback obtained from those individuals came from 

those most likely to actually use the finished product in the end.   

I am convinced that new applications and other tools should be designed with an 

emphasis on input from the employees who will use them.  Seeking their feedback 

throughout development promotes discussions that would have otherwise been missed 

and encourages the discovery of future improvements in the platform.  While a focus on 

user-centered design in dashboard development should yield a more useful, valued 

product in the end, its biggest benefit may be the increased speed with which a product 

can be put into practice to the benefit of the end-users.  And that is critical in a business 

environment ruled by budgetary restrictions and tight timelines.   
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